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Safe Harbor Statements
Forward Looking Statements
This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and applicable Canadian securities laws conveying
management's expectations as to the future based on plans, estimates and projections at the time the Company makes the statements. The forward looking statements in this presentation include but are not limited to, statements
regarding the impact of innovation on revenues, costs, synergies, and future financial and operating trends. Forward-looking statements involve inherent risks and uncertainties and the Company cautions you that a number of
important factors could cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any such forward-looking statement. The forward-looking statements are based on assumptions regarding management’s current plans and
estimates. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those described in this presentation include, among others: risks relating to any unforeseen changes to or effects on liabilities, future capital expenditures,
revenues, expenses, earnings, synergies, indebtedness, financial condition, losses and future prospects; and the effect of economic, competitive, legal, governmental and technological factors on Primo Water’s business. The foregoing
list of factors is not exhaustive. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date hereof. Readers are urged to carefully review and consider the various
disclosures, including but not limited to risk factors contained in the Company's Annual Report in the Form 10-K for the year ended December 28, 2019 and its quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, as well as other periodic reports filed
with the securities commissions. The Company does not, except as expressly required by applicable law, undertake to update or revise any of these statements in light of new information or future events.

Non-GAAP Measures
The Company routinely supplements its reporting of GAAP measures by utilizing certain non-GAAP measures to separate the impact of certain items from its underlying business results. Since the Company uses these non-GAAP
measures in the management of its business, management believes this supplemental information, including on a pro forma basis, is useful to investors for their independent evaluation and understanding of Primo Water’s business.
The non-GAAP financial measures described above are in addition to, and not meant to be considered superior to, or a substitute for, the Company's financial statements prepared in accordance with GAAP. In addition, the non-GAAP
financial measures included in this presentation reflect management's judgment of particular items, and may be different from, and therefore may not be comparable to, similarly titled measures reported by other companies.
Reconciliations of the non-GAAP financial measures included in this presentation to amounts reported under GAAP appear in the Appendix of this presentation. Projections of GAAP measures are not provided for 2021 because such
figures are not available on a forward-looking basis and reconciliations of projected non-GAAP measures to their closest respective GAAP measures for 2021 are not provided because they could not be derived without unreasonable
effort.
Evaluation Material
This presentation has been prepared solely for informational purposes only. You should not construe the contents of this presentation as legal, tax, accounting or investment advice or a recommendation. You should consult your own
counsel, tax and financial advisors as to legal and related matters concerning the matters described herein, and, by accepting this presentation, you confirm that you are not relying upon the information contained herein to make any
decision. The information contained in this presentation has been prepared to assist you in making your own evaluation of the Company and does not purport to contain all of the information you may consider important in deciding
whether to invest in the shares. In all cases, it is your obligation to conduct your own due diligence. Before you invest, you should read the offering memorandum relating to the securities. This presentation shall not constitute an offer
to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any securities nor will there be any sale of these securities in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities
law s of any such jurisdiction.
Other Disclosures
The notes have not been and will not be registered under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Act”), or under any state securities laws of the United States (“U.S.”). Accordingly, the notes will be offered in the U.S. only to
persons reasonably believed to be qualified institutional buyers as defined under Rule 144A under the Act, and outside the U.S. in accordance with Regulation S under the Act. Securities may not be offered or sold in the U.S. unless
they are registered or exempt from registration under the Act.
Before you invest, you should read the confidential offering memorandum and the portions of the documents that affiliate of the issuer have filed with the SEC that are incorporated by reference in the confidential offering
memorandum, for more complete information about the issuer, the Company and this offering.
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The New Primo
A Leading Pure-Play Water Solutions Provider

2013

2014-2020

Legacy Cott

Water Acquisitions $2.7bn+

2020
Acquisition of Primo and Sale of S&D

Revenue Mix

Revenue Mix
Other

Other

$1.25bn

$520mm

$47mm

CSD

$775mm
Juice /
Concentrates
Sparkling /
Flavored Water

Revenue

Energy Products

$20mm

$35mm

$79mm

(5%) (1)

Adj. EBITDA
Margin

~9%

Dispensers
Refill / Water
Filtration

~$2.0bn (3)
~5% (4)

(2)

____________________
Source: Company filings, Investor presentations.
(1) Legacy Cott represents 2011-2013 Revenue CAGR.
(4)
(2) Legacy Cott represents 2013 EBITDA margin.
(5)
(3) PF LTM Revenue. See Appendix for PF revenue Reconciliation.

Water Direct /
Exchange

Divested Legacy CSD / Juice business for ~$1.3bn and
S&D Coffee business for ~$405mm

$2.1bn

Growth

Retail

~18% (5)
Primo growth target prior to COVID-19.
Represents PF 9/27/20 LTM Adj. EBITDA margin. See Appendix for Reconciliation of PF 9/27/20 LTM Adj. EBITDA.
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Primo Snapshot

~$2.0 Billion in
PF Revenue(1)
900+ Million
Gallons
Delivered
Annually

2.5+ Million
Customers

Cover over 90%
of U.S.
Population

Operating in 21
countries
LTM PF Adj.
EBITDA Margin

~18%(2)
(1)
(2)

Represents PF 9/27/20 LTM revenue. See Appendix for Reconciliation.
Represents PF 9/27/20 LTM Adj. EBITDA margin. See Appendix for Reconciliation of PF 9/27/20 LTM Adj. EBITDA.
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Acting as One Company, Aligning on a Single Set of Strategic Pillars
Our strategic pillars create a differentiated platform

Our transition into a Pure-Play Water Company was the first step on our journey to enhancing value for all stakeholders. By connecting our strategic
pillars and driving measurable progress against each pillar’s objectives, we will create a differentiated platform that’s difficult to replicate

Water Your Way

Category Leading
Innovation

Customer for
Life Promise

Operational
Excellence

ESG
Leadership

Associate
Experience
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Water Your Way
Our Revenue Model
4 R’s: Razor-Razorblade-Recurring-Revenue

Water
Direct

Growing Primo Portfolio

Water
Exchange

Filtration

Bottled Water
Cooler

Water Refill
(Outdoor)

High-Growth Filtration Recurring Revenue

Retail

Water Refill
(Indoor)

Recurring revenue generated thru cooler rental and repeat
purchases of water products

Recurring revenue generated thru periodic rental

Leverage current & future brands for
either Direct Delivery or Expansion of
Retail Placement
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Water Your Way
Increase Household Penetration of Water Solutions

Water
Dispensers

Water
Direct/Exchange

Water
Refill/Filtration

Other Water

Solutions

The Razor

The Razorblades
Expansion

Geography

Approach

North America
Focus on location growth to drive unit sales
1. Dispenser Unit Sell Thru Growth
2. Location Additions for Exchange and Refill

Customer Penetration

Introduction
Europe / Israel
Launch within a targeted list of countries
1. Lead with Dispensers (Razor)
a) Core set of SKUs
b) Start with regional chains – DIY / appliance
2. Add Exchange Where Serviceable
3. Test Water Refill (2H 2021)
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Water Your Way
Growing the Water Direct Customer Base through Multiple Acquisition Channels

▪
▪
▪

Digital
Commercial Sales Reps
SEO and paid search ▪ Utilize high▪
to increase
performers to grow
awareness
commercial and
Telesales to support
residential base
growth in specific
▪ Targeted sales
regions
approach with teams
New and updated
focused on specific
websites with a
offerings (i.e.,
consistent, easy
filtration)
experience
▪ Continued focus on
key accounts

Route Sales Reps
Utilize highperforming RSRs to
grow commercial
and residential base

▪

M&A
Tuck-in or scale
▪
acquisitions to drive
growth, improve
▪
efficiency, and fill
distribution gaps

E-Commerce Retailer
HDA Focus
▪ Scale across US
Prioritized focus in
▪
▪ Increase awareness
High Density Areas
through digital
Deploying field sales
marketing & Amazon
team and booth
street sales team
programs in these
▪ Develop program to
focus areas
incorporate
equipment rental for
dispensers and
filtration

In-store Events
Source residential
Water Direct
customers through
roadshows and
digital activity

Diverse and on-trend array of customer acquisition funnels to drive optimized growth
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Water Your Way
Leverage Investment in Filtration to Grow Customer Base

Geographic Growth and
Sales Focus
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Geographical coverage to incorporate
Canada
Targeted geographic expansion across
Europe
Leverage distribution to expand PureFlo
Bright (IoT) to all sales teams
Focus messaging on upselling existing
filtration customers to PureFlo (IoT)
Leverage account management teams
to convert install base

Innovation / Capability
Expansion
▪
▪

▪
▪

Develop web-based portal for multilocation customer adoption
Leverage innovation for the Good –
Better – Best portfolio, including
counter-top and under sink options
Drive conversion of existing base to
Bright (IoT/Shaker) units
Ensure solid infrastructure across
organization – from technician network
to IT software to sales and call center
expertise – to support growth

Organic Growth Through
Digital
▪
▪
▪

Build national SEM campaigns to build
awareness and drive sales
Focus on SEO to gain and maintain first
position in all major search engines
Launch digital transaction capability for
filtration products focused on
residential and Work From Home
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Water Your Way
Develop Integrated Digital Strategy to Drive Growth
Integrated Experience Across Platforms
▪

Enable a consistent customer experience and make it easy for
customers to choose how they want to engage

eCommerce and Webshop
▪

▪

Use common platform to launch webshops across multiple
markets, strategically entering and disrupting markets organically
▪ Create a harmonized range of BWC and filtration
equipment
Pursue plug and play leading eCommerce capabilities to increase
penetration and grow customer base

An integrated digital strategy allows for seamless and improved consumer experience and long-term growth
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Category Leading Innovation
Innovation Must Be Customer Centric and Should Be Driven Via a Global Capability

Innovation will become a global Primo competency by centrally building the
capability to support all business units and market needs. We must evolve
alongside our customer needs while providing category leadership in
equipment, products, services, and solutions.
Innovations will be adapted and implemented by market where they meet
customer and business needs.
Building a central innovation capability allows us to:
▪ Leverage investment
▪ Develop innovation capabilities and focus
▪ Improve speed of innovation

Source: Company information and Amane Advisors.
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Category Leading Innovation
Utilize Dispenser Innovation to Grow Customer Base

Opportunity
Increase our portfolio size to offer units with innovative features and design to
cater to different consumer profiles by:

Office
Dispensers

Price Points

▪ Leverage our current relationships with factories currently manufacturing Primo
retail units

▪ Capitalize on trends and styles consumers want, such as water enhancements
(carbonated, pH), countertop and under-the-sink filtration, and IoT capabilities
▪ Solidify our robust innovation pipeline to drive excitement in the category

Best
Better

Good
Home
Dispensers
Features
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Category Leading Innovation
Utilize Dispenser Innovation to Grow Customer Base

Touchless

Aqua Barista

Storm

Glass Bottle
Cooler

Provides touchless cold Provide a convenient
Provide a sleek,
Customer-friendly
water dispensing
multi-beverage solution modern, convenient bottom load cooler that
through inferred
for small office and
bottom load cooler to a
features the glass
technology
residential
broader potential
bottle
customer base

Pureflo Water
Filtration
Lead innovation of
filtration equipment
that offers certified,
high-quality, safe
drinking water
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Customer For Life Promise
Position the Customer at the Center of Everything We Do

13
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Customer For Life Promise
Tracking Metrics to Drive Operational Success

Current initiatives to introduce consistent standards and metrics will require continuous reinforcement,
measurement and refinement in order to achieve outstanding service and improved profitability

Daily Routing

Creates consistent and measurable
time windows that enable future
ETAs for customers

On-Time, In Full (OTIF)

Standard Frequency
HDA City
Barcelona
Katowice
Krakow
Lisbon
Madrid
Porto
Poznan
Valencia
Warsaw
Wroclaw
Grand Total

E1W
104
284
100
780
134
286
88
139
529
150
2,594

E2W
E4W
E8W E12W Total Cust. Est. Routes
304 1,931
450
473
3,262
1
1,181 5,175 3,723
3
10,366
4.5
752 3,154 2,281
6,287
3
452 1,980
873 1,371
5,456
2.5
455 2,184
686
700
4,159
1.5
369 1,792 1,180 1,866
5,493
3
928 3,288 1,652
512
6,468
2.5
723 3,939
592
203
5,596
1
2,937 9,838 5,726
19,030
7
836 3,695 2,411
161
7,253
3
8,937 36,976 19,574 5,289
73,370
29

Mix

3.5%

12.2%

50.4%

26.7%

7.2%

Allows RSRs to reach customers
on a consistent schedule, reduce
running out of water, and
improve experience

Costs K€
€
50
€
225
€
150
€
125
€
75
€
150
€
125
€
50
€
350
€
150
€ 1,450

100.0%

Uses customer definitions of
success to measure frontline
operations

Recovery Process

Recovery
Aging = 1

Ensures customers with failed
deliveries receive their orders
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Operational Excellence
One Primo Way Standardization Process

Structure

• Drive One Primo Way
• Leverage frontline structure enabling
leaders to lead
• Water Direct, Exchange, Refill and
Filtration synergies
• Implement Service Standards and
Metrics across all roles in the
organization – OTIF, Recovery, Run
Order, Upsell, etc.
• Implement standardized method of
operation for operational and supply
chain roles

Process

• Implement One Primo Way of
operating standards to drive
productivity and customer experience
• Design, document and implement key
processes for all functions
• Embed continuous improvement and
innovation into process capability
• Benchmarking – create process for
measuring impact and performance
• Quality – implement technology and
process to support end-to-end followup on quality complaints

Efficiency & Productivity

• Unlock efficiencies, reduce cost and
ensure consistency of delivery
• Lead route productivity - stops per on
road hour
• Leverage Exchange growth to maximize
route density
• Targeted service area profitability
improvement
• Implement Work Standards across all
roles in the organization – AM/PM,
Warehouse, Loading, and Routing
• Standardize Production Equipment and
Parts platform
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Operational Excellence
Enhance Capabilities in Route Planning/Sequencing to Optimize the Driving Time/Distance
Yearly Planning / Re-Routing
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Balance routes
Manage re-loading points
Move fleet and/or reallocate headcount
Improve branch location for service, costs
Monitor and improve the scheduled ratio
Adjust the delivery frequency for CX
Adapt headcount based on service needs
Adapt the fleet size to the season

Objectives

•
•
•
•

Daily Planning & Sequencing
▪ Plan & optimize routes daily, considering:
▪ Utilization
▪ Open/Close Time
▪ Sequence of Orders
▪ Allocation of Ad-Hoc Tasks
▪ Recovery Deliveries

Executing Route as Planned
▪
▪
▪
▪

Follow safety values during day
Run route in planned sequence
Monitor and follow-up on service issues
Coach and resolve customer issues that
cannot be resolved in-field

▪ Comply with service level agreements by
zones

Optimize headcount and fleet to service customers
Improve route productivity through route territory plans, daily plans, and sequence adherence
Ensure on-time, in full service to improve customer satisfaction
Reduce the driven kilometers/miles to save in fuel and support ESG
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ESG Leadership
Why is ESG Important Now?
The ‘reasonable investor’ has changed and investors are fundamentally rewiring
capital markets:

▪ “I believe we are on the edge of a fundamental reshaping of finance” - Larry
Fink, BlackRock

▪ “Many directors now acknowledge the importance of ESG issues and
understand how it will impact the flow of capital to their companies.”
- Cyrus Taraporevala, SSGA

$1.7Bn

SEC OCIE

Weekly flows into
ESG products up
110% in January
2020

OCIE prioritized ESG
for 2020
examinations of
asset managers

Audit
Committee

SEC statement on
AC role includes
ESG KPIs

▪ “Our staff in the OCIE is reviewing disclosures of investment advisers and other
issuers regarding funds and other products that pursue environmental or
climate-related investment mandates to ensure that investors are receiving
accurate and adequate information about the material aspects of those
strategies.” - Jay Clayton, SEC

▪ “Asset opacity in the US is at an all-time high. 70% of US assets can’t be
analyzed without using ESG. Analysis of financial metrics simply won’t suffice
anymore in our view.” - Bank of America

87%

>60%
of Americans hope organizations
will step up and drive social and
environmental change where
there is no government
regulation

of consumers will purchase
a product because the
company supports an issue
they care about

PwC | Primo Water ESG Landscape Assessment & Educational Session

$20T

SSGA letter

BlackRock will vote
against boards of
ESG laggards

BoA estimate of ESG
market demand in
the next two decades

SSGA will vote
against boards of
ESG laggards

400%

$250Bn

$86T

Increase in flows
to US ESG fund
products in 2019

In green bond
issuances in 2019

AUM of Principles
of Responsible
Investment
signatories

Fink letter
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ESG Leadership
Trend for Sustainability Leaders

How Companies are Responding:
▪

Robust standalone disclosures reviewed by disclosure committees

▪

Prioritizing the environmental, social and governance issues that matter to
their business and stakeholders

▪

Assessing and describing ESG risks and opportunities related to product
portfolio and operations, including how it influences the company’s strategy
as well as the ESG strategy and governing model

▪

Leveraging technologies to use data as an asset supporting performance
management and analytics (vs. just collecting for reporting)

▪

Aligning reporting with recognized frameworks such as SASB and TCFD

▪

Building their processes for investment grade disclosures

▪

Understanding how ESG raters are evaluating them

▪

Obtaining independence external assurance on key performance indicators

Sustainability Reporting Framework
Strategic Framework
Narrative, metrics and content

Optimized Processes
Data collection, consolidation and disclosure
Risk & Controls
Risk assessment, control design and assurance readiness
Digital Platform
Content, collaboration and insight
Robust Governance
Operating model, standards, policies and third party assurance

Leaders are redefining how they report and provide investment grade data through the five key reporting elements listed above

PwC | Primo Water ESG Landscape Assessment & Educational Session
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ESG Leadership
Sustainability Leadership

One of our 5-gallon bottles can be sanitized and re-used up to 50
times before being recycled, which saves about 1,500 plastic 500ml water bottles
European business has been carbon-neutral for eight consecutive
years, and our European offices are entirely powered by
renewable energy
We have shifted our new route truck purchasing to propane
powered trucks to reduce carbon emissions

Sustainability is at the
Heart of our Operations

In North America, we've greatly improved energy efficiency at our
plants to ensure lower energy usage per finished product
North America achieved carbon neutrality in its U.S. operations in
Q3 2020
Expect to achieve the Alliance for Water Stewardship certification
for the first two of our springs before year end
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Key Drivers of New Pure-Play Primo Water Performance

Underlying
Trends

▪
▪
▪
▪

Health and wellness focus
Environmental awareness and sustainability
Concerns over municipal water quality
No-contact delivery

Growth in
Customer Base

▪
▪
▪
▪

New customer acquisitions
Cross-selling and up-selling
Customer retention and service level
Growing e-commerce

Brand Equity

Margin
Expansion

▪ Customer service differentiation
▪ Product innovation and mix shift to premium
products

▪ Synergy realization
▪ Efficiency improvement
▪ Route density

Increase in
Proliferation of
Household
Dispensers

▪
▪
▪
▪

Increase in customer awareness
Partnerships and promotions
Innovation and design
Increased work-from-home

Expansion of
Retail Locations

▪ Expand penetration with existing customers
▪ Net new customer growth
▪ Add new water services to existing customers

Increased
Consumption at
Locations

▪ Reduce refill downtime
▪ Technician route optimization

Customer
Experience

▪ Customer For Life Promise
▪ Service level improvements
▪ Digitally enabled platform
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Operational Update In Current Environment
Highly Variable Cost Structure

Variable Costs and Reduction Activities

Variable Costs and Cost Reduction Activities

▪

Greater than 2/3rds of European production is outsourced and 100% variable

▪

Reduce and consolidate back-office functions in Europe

▪

Reduce plant line time to match volume in all plants as needed

▪

Reduce all discretionary expenses

▪

Shift reductions

▪

Overtime reduction

▪

Headcount reduction

▪

RSR compensation is predominately commissioned based in North America

▪

Reduce Route Infrastructure

▪

▪

▪

Adjust route count to match expected revenue

▪

Reduce route management and support staff to align with route count

▪

Idle vehicle assets and defer asset replacement

Capital Expense Management
▪
▪
▪
▪

Accelerate Customer Experience CapEx
Accelerate Primo Integration CapEx
Maintain dispenser and bottle CapEx
Eliminate and defer all non-essential CapEx

Reduce Sales Infrastructure
▪

Eliminate commercial sales force

▪

Reduce sales management and support staff to align with sales headcount

▪

Idle vehicle assets and defer asset replacement

Reduce Marketing Investments
▪

Eliminate all discretionary spending not directed at residential growth/at
home consumer

Working Capital

▪

Efficient inventory management

▪

Continued focus on AR reduction and AP extension
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Q3 2020 Consolidated Results - Continuing Operations

Q3 2020

Q3 2019

Change

Net Revenue

$517.5

$472.1

+9.6%

Adjusted EBITDA*

$110.6

$86.6

+27.7%

Adjusted EBITDA Margin*

21.4%

18.3%

+310bps

($ in millions)

Source: Primo management.
*See appendix for non-GAAP reconciliations
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Q3 Consolidated Results – Continuing Operations
Revenue Bridge

$474M
$518M
$472M

$428M

Q3 2019

Water
Direct / Exchange

Water
Refill / Filtration

Water
Dispensers

Other
Water

All Other

FX

Q3 2020

Source: Primo Management

Note: Amounts may not add due to rounding
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Q3 North America – Reporting Segment Performance
Revenue Bridge

$364M
$474M
$393M
$338M
$324M

$428M

Q3 2019

Water
Water
Direct / Exchange Refill / Filtration

Water
Dispensers

Other Water

All Other

FX

Q3 2020

Source: Primo Management

Note: Amounts may not add due to rounding
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Q3 Rest of World (ROW) – Reporting Segment Performance
Revenue Bridge

$135M
$124M

Q3 2019

Water
Direct

Water
Filtration

Other Water

All Other

FX

Q3 2020

Source: Primo Management

Note: Amounts may not add due to rounding
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Fourth Quarter 2020 Outlook

($ in millions)

Q4 Guidance
Range
Low
High

Revenue

$470

$500

Adjusted EBITDA

$85

$95

Long-Term Target
Old
New
Adjusted EBITDA Margin

16%

≥18%

Source: Primo management.
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Appendix
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Pro Forma Revenue Reconciliation

FY 2018

(in millions of U.S. dollars)

Revenue, net as reported
Less: Discontinued operations - S&D Coffee and Tea
Less: Divested Cott Beverages LLC business
Continuing Operations adjusted to exclude divested Cott Beverages LLC

Plus: Legacy Primo
Less: Eliminations
Pro forma adjusted revenue, net

$

FY 2019

9M'2019

$ 2,395
(599)
(7)
$ 1,788

$

$

2,373
(582)
(81)
1,710

1,355
(7)
$ 1,348

$

302
(42)
1,971

317
(48)
$ 2,057

236
(35)
$ 1,549

9M'2020
$

$

1,449
1,449

$

49
(8)
1,489

LTM 9/26/2020
$

$

2,488
(599)
1,889

$

129
(20)
1,997
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Adjusted EBITDA Reconciliation

For the Nine Months Ended

(in millions of U.S. dollars)

December 29, 2018
Net income (loss) from continuing operations
Interest expense, net
Income tax expense (benefit)
Depreciation and amortization
EBITDA

$

$

28.9
77.6
(4.8)
194.6
296.3

December 28, 2019

September 28, 2019

$

$

$

(0.1)
78.2
9.5
192.8
280.4

$

(12.7)
58.3
7.9
124.3
177.8

September 26, 2020
$

$

(136.8)
60.8
(1.3)
151.4
74.1

Acquisition and integration costs
Share-based compensation costs
COVID-19 costs
Goodwill and intangible asset impairment charges
Foreign exchange and other (gains) losses, net
Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment, net
Gain on extinguishment of long-term debt
(Gain) loss on sale of business

15.3
18.4
(10.7)
9.4
(7.1)
(6.0)

16.9
10.6
0.9
7.5
6.0

10.0
8.0
4.6
4.7
6.0

28.4
13.5
18.4
115.2
3.2
6.2
(0.6)

RCI/Concentrate division contribution to Adjusted EBITDA(1)
Other adjustments, net
Adjusted EBITDA

(5.2)
(3.6)
306.8

0.4
6.0
328.7

0.4
3.5
215.0

5.1
263.5

$

$

$

$

For the Nine Months Ended

Adjusted EBITDA
Less: S&D Coffee and Tea contribution to Adjusted EBITDA
Plus: Legacy Primo Adjusted EBITDA
Plus: Synergy Adjustment (50%)
Pro forma Adjusted EBITDA
____________________
(1) Impact on our operations related to the Cott Beverages LLC business, which was sold on February 8, 2019.
(2) Assumed 50% synergy credit at time of announcement.
(3) Projected remaining synergies run-rate for actions taken.

December 29, 2018
$
306.8
(39.9)
55.4
17.5
$
339.8

(2)

December 28, 2019
$
328.7
(41.6)
51.3
17.5
$
355.9

September 28, 2019 September 26, 2020
$
215.0
$
263.5
38.5
7.4
(2)
$
253.5
$
270.9

LTM 09/26/2020
$
377.2
(41.6)
20.2
20.0 (3)
$
375.8
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Adjusted EBITDA Reconciliation
For the Three Months Ended

(in millions of U.S. dollars)

September 26,
2020
Net income (loss) from continuing operations
Interest expense, net
Income tax expense (benefit)
Depreciation and amortization
EBITDA

$

22.3
20.4
3.4
53.6
99.7

Acquisition and integration costs
Share-based compensation costs
COVID-19 costs
Goodwill and intangible asset impairment charges
Foreign exchange and other (gains) losses, net
Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment, net
(Gain) loss on sale of business
Other adjustments, net
Adjusted EBITDA
Revenue, adjusted
Adjusted EBITDA Margin%

$

September 28,
2019

$

7.3
20.2
7.1
41.7
76.3

$

3.3
6.2
1.6
(2.0)
2.3
(0.5)
110.6

$

2.6
1.9
4.3
1.1
0.4
86.6

$

517.5

$

472.1

21.4%

$

18.3%
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